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Abstract
Objective: To identify patterns of age disparities in cancer survival, using colon and lung cancer as exemplars.
Methods: We conducted a systematic review of literature published in EMBASE, MEDLINE, Scopus, and Web of
Science according to PRISMA guidelines. We included population-based studies in patients with colon or lung
cancer. We assessed the quality of included studies against selected evaluation domains from the QUIPS Tool,
and items concerning statistical reporting. We evaluated age disparities using the absolute difference in survival
or mortality rates between middle-aged group and the oldest age group, or by describing survival curves.
Results: Out of 2,162 references reviewed, we retained 35 studies (15 for colon, 18 for lung, 2 for both sites).
Regardless of the cancer site, included studies were highly heterogeneous and often of poor quality. The
magnitude of age disparities in survival varied greatly by sex, ethnicity, socio-economic status, stage at diagnosis,
cancer site and morphology, the number of nodes examined, and by treatment strategy. Although results were
inconsistent for most characteristics, we consistently observed greater age disparities for females with lung
cancer compared to males. Also, age disparities increased with more advanced stages for colon cancer, and
decreased with more advanced stages for lung cancer.
Conclusions: Although age is one of the most important prognostic factors in cancer survival, age disparities in
colon and lung cancer survival have so far been understudied in population-based research. Further studies are
needed to better understand age disparities in colon and lung cancer survival. (PROSPERO registration number:
CRD42020151402).
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Article Summary
Strengths and limitations of this study
•

For the first time, we conducted a systematic review of population-based studies relating to differences
in cancer survival between middle-aged and older patients, using colon and lung cancer as exemplar
cancers.

•

We limited our search to peer-reviewed original articles and letters to Editors published in English up
until 30 September 2019.

•

We excluded clinical studies and trials because of the strict selection of patients and the common
underrepresentation of older patients in these studies.

•

We could not conduct any quantitative analysis (such as meta-analysis) because of the vast
heterogeneity of studies included, which prevented us from quantifying the relationship between
increasing age and cancer survival.
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Introduction
Poorer cancer survival among older patients has been well documented . Although patients with cancer are
1–6

increasingly surviving their disease thanks to advances in treatment , those who are older have not benefitted
2–6

from these advances to the same magnitude as their middle-aged counterparts, widening the age-related cancer
survival gap

.

2,5,7

From a clinical point of view, cancer management in older patients may be different to that of middle-aged
patients due to higher comorbidity levels, polypharmacy, age-related physiological changes, and reduced life
expectancy . In addition, older adults with cancer are often excluded from randomised clinical trials, limiting the
8

evidence they provide in relation to the benefits and risks of different treatment strategies at older ages .
9,10

Cancer management may also be hindered in older cancer patients by social factors such as reduced social
support

11,12

or healthcare system-related factors such as access to care facilities.

A recent systematic review found that advanced age, low income, low socioeconomic status, presence of
comorbidities, advanced stage, and poor tumor grade were associated with lower survival among older adults
with cancer, while female gender and being married were associated with better survival . However, the authors
13

did not explore inequalities in cancer survival between age groups, and they excluded studies that included
middle-aged patients. They also did not focus on any particular cancer sites. This is important, as it is likely that
many factors at different levels (e.g. patient level, health care system level) influence age disparities in cancer
survival, and they may vary depending on cancer site.
Worldwide, colon and lung cancers are the most common cancer types diagnosed among adults aged 65 years
and older . These two cancer sites have different biology, risk factors and survival outcomes, with colon cancer
14

having a higher five-year relative survival than lung cancer, ranging from 59%-71% for colon cancer and 15%22% for lung cancer in high-income countries . These cancers also have a different pattern of age inequalities in
7

survival over time. In colon cancer, disparities in cancer survival between older and younger adults is mainly
observed in the first year following diagnosis, while in lung cancer, the excess mortality in older adults is mainly
observed after five years of follow-up .
5,15

To our knowledge, there has been no attempt to summarise the available literature on age disparities in cancer
survival. Thus, in this manuscript we conducted a systematic review of studies that have investigated differences
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in cancer survival between middle-aged and older patients, using the diverse contexts of colon and lung cancer
as exemplars. We aimed to identify i) patterns of age-related disparities based on patient and clinical
characteristics and ii) the potential gaps in knowledge to inform future research.

Methods and materials
We conducted a systematic literature search of EMBASE, MEDLINE, Scopus, and Web of Science. Using a
Boolean approach, we searched for articles including the following keywords: cancer, colon, lung, survival, and
older patients. Supplementary Table 1 shows the search terms that were used. The search strategy was first set
up in EMBASE (Supplementary Table 2), and then adapted for the other databases.
We retained all original articles or letters published in English up until 30 September 2019 that included patients
diagnosed with colon or lung cancer. Eligible studies were required to report survival across several age groups
(of which at least one was over the age of 65), or investigate the impact of increasing age on survival stratified by
at least one other characteristic (e.g. sex, treatment, etc.). We included population-based studies only. We
excluded clinical studies and trials because of their strict inclusion criteria and the underrepresentation of older
adults . The PICO criteria for our review are shown in Supplementary Table 3.
9

Study selection
We selected eligible articles using a three-step process: (i) after removal of duplicate records, SP screened all
titles to remove irrelevant studies, with a 10% random sample of these verified by VS. (ii) For each study retained
after title screening, SP screened all abstracts, with a 10% random sample of these checked by HG. (iii) The full
text of all retained papers were retrieved and assessed twice for eligibility by SP, with a 10% random sample
verified by HG. Supplementary Table 4 lists all references not included in the final selection after screening the
full text, along with the justification of their exclusion. In addition, SP scanned the reference lists of all included
studies for additional relevant studies. If one of the authors knew a study that met the eligibility criteria, we
included it if relevant. The origin of the studies (i.e. database search or reference lists) are specified in

Supplementary Table 4 for excluded papers, and in Table 1 for included papers.
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Data collection process and data items
For all included studies, SP and HG independently extracted the following information: first author; year of
publication; location of data; study objective; cancer type; stage at diagnosis; age at diagnosis; exclusion criteria;
cancer diagnosis period; source of cancer data; source of mortality data; measure of age; source of age;
sampling; time origin; end of follow-up; survival/mortality metrics; method; sample size; time of follow-up; number
of deaths; characteristic(s) studied and their definition.
In cases where an eligible study contained no numerical survival estimates but presented one or more graphs
showing survival by age group stratified by another characteristics (e.g. sex, stage at diagnosis, etc.), SP emailed
the corresponding author to request numerical data

.

16–21

SP and HG independently assessed the quality of included studies against selected evaluation domains from the
QUIPS Tool : study participation; prognostic factor measurement; outcome measurement; and statistical
22

reporting. We adapted the items within each domain to our study. Also, we used selected items among those
suggested by Altman et al. to assess statistical reporting .
23

Where numerical survival estimates were available, we assessed age disparities in survival by calculating the
absolute difference in (overall or relative) survival between middle-aged patients (age groups differed depending
on the availability of data) and the oldest age group, to give a sense of trends and inform discussion. When
survival estimates were available for several periods of cancer diagnosis, we retained estimates for the latest
period. Where numerical survival estimates were not available, we described survival curves by age group and
the characteristic(s) of interest. For mortality rates, we computed the absolute difference between the mortality
rate in the oldest age group with that in the middle-aged age group, again to give a sense of trends and inform
discussion. We reported confidence intervals or p-values when available.
We collected and logged references in Zotero 5.0.73. We used the Rayyan free web application for the title and
abstract screening . The Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA)
24

guidelines were used for the review , and we registered our review protocol in the International Prospective
25

Register of Systematic Review (PROSPERO registration number: CRD42020151402).
Patient and public involvement
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No patient involved.

Results
We screened 2,162 references for eligibility and retained 35 studies (Figure 1): fifteen studies on colon cancer
survival

, eighteen on lung cancer survival

16,17,20,21,26–36

survival

18,19,37–52

and two studies on both colon and lung cancer

.

53,54

Quality assessment (Table 1)
Essential information to appropriately interpret survival analysis results (i.e. the number of events, end of followup, numerical estimates of survival) were missing in a substantial proportion of the included studies. For example,
fifteen studies did not report the time origin from which the survival time had been calculated
, and six studies did not indicate the end of follow-up date

37,41,43,51,52

16,20,26,28–32,35–

. In 28 articles the authors did not

29,35,36,41,44,52

, and the number of deaths were missing in 26 articles

report follow-up time

16–21,26–31,35,37–44,46,48,52–54

16,18–21,27–32,35,37–

. Only three studies reported the source of age at diagnosis (from medical records)

41,43,44,48,49,52–54

. In seven

27,30,44

.

studies, the authors did not provide numerical survival estimates

16–19,21,26,46

Characteristics of included studies (Tables 2-5)
All studies used population-based cancer registry data. Only one study analysed a random sample of patients .
26

Of seventeen studies examining colon cancer, five studies aimed at investigating age disparities in colon cancer
survival (Table 2)

. Six studies used data from The Netherlands

16,17,31,32,34

from the U.S.A.

. The remaining studies used data from Finland , Norway , Germany , Korea

26,31,33,34,54

53

Australia . Ten studies included all cancer stages
20

28

29

, and

35,36

, three studies restricted their analyses to

16,17,21,26,28,29,35,36,53,54

stage III cancer

, and four to stages I-III

20,27,33

diagnosis

, and five presented data

16,17,21,27,30,32

. Nine studies included all patients whatever their age at

30–32,34

, with the inclusion criterion for age varying widely in the remaining studies. All studies

16,17,27,28,32,34–36,53

analysed the age at diagnosis using age categories but the number and boundaries of these varied across
studies (Table 4). Eight studies presented relative survival (RS) estimates
presented overall survival (OS) estimates (Table 4)

16,28–30,35,36,53,54

and five studies

. The remaining studies showed 30-day

20,21,26,27,32

postoperative mortality rates , the cumulative incidence of death at five years , or mortality rates
17

31

.

33,34
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Of the twenty studies that examined lung cancer, eight studies focused on non-small cell lung cancer
(NSCLC)

, three on small-cell lung cancer (SCLC)

18,44–50

, and nine on all lung cancer cases

19,51,52

(Table 3). Six studies aimed to evaluate age disparities in survival
the Netherlands

, six from the U.S.A

18,19,43,48–51

Taiwan

37–43,49,53,54

. Seven studies analysed data from

41,43,45,48–50

, and the remaining studies presented data from Finland ,

37,44,47,52,54

53

, Korea , the Czech Republic , England , and Germany . While most studies included all stages at

38,46

39

41

40

42

diagnosis, some studies restricted their sample to specific stage(s): stage I cancer , stages I-IIIa , stages IIIb
45

46

and IV , stage III , and stages I or II . Ten studies included patients of all ages at diagnosis, other studies
47

49

50

included patients from the age of 15 (n=3)

, 18 (n=2)

18,40,42

, 20 (n=2)

43,46

, or 65

39,54

. All studies used age

47,49,50

categories that differed largely across studies in terms of number and boundaries. Twelve studies presented RS
, seven OS estimates

estimates

18,19,37,39,41,42,44,48,51,53,54

, one study net survival , and one study

38,43,46,47,49,50,54

40

presented cancer-specific survival (CSS) estimates .
52

Age pattern in colon and lung cancer survival
Patterns of age disparities in survival for colon and lung cancers based on patient-related and clinical factors are
shown in Tables 4 and 5, respectively. All numerical values extracted from included studies are shown in

Supplementary Tables 5 and 6. While a detailed breakdown of key findings on patterns of age disparities from
our review is shown in Supplementary Material x, we have summarised key findings below.
Regarding colon cancer survival, higher age disparities were observed in females with regional or distant
cancers , and those with left colon cancer , while the other studies did not . Overall, age disparities were
53

29

54

greater as cancer spread or when the cancer stage was unknown
when fewer than 12 nodes were examined

, when lymph nodes were involved , or

16,26,30,53

28

. While some studies did not show different age patterns in survival

31,32

based on sub-site , others reported smaller age differences for patients with cancer of the distal colon compared
35

to the proximal colon

. Regarding treatment, the presence of bias precludes accurate interpretation of studies

36,53

that presented survival data across chemotherapy regimens

. One study reported postoperative mortality

20,27,33

rates in patients who underwent an elective and non-elective resection . It showed higher age disparities for
17

males, those with an American Society of Anesthesiologists (ASA) score of ≥ 3, those with a Charlson
comorbidity score ≥2, those with metastatic disease, and those with hemicolectomy. Complications and sepsis
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after surgery , as well as the presence of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease at the time of cancer
34

diagnosis , would also likely increase age disparities in colon cancer survival.
21

Regarding lung cancer survival, females had consistently higher age disparities in relative survival

.

19,42,44,45,53,54

We observed no clear pattern for the role of socioeconomic level on age disparities . Regarding the role of
38

race/ethnicity, one study reported smaller age disparities in lung cancer survival among Black patients compared
to White patients in the U.S . In comparison, South Asians had higher age disparities than non-South Asians in
37

the U.K . Age disparities tended to decrease as the cancer spread
40

NSCLC than in those with SCLC

37,39,41,44,48,50–54

and were higher in patients with

. One study suggested that that age disparities were smaller in patients with

53,54

severe comorbidities than in those without comorbidity . Again, most studies presenting survival data by
54

treatment group were at high risk of bias

. The only interpretable study showed that age disparities in

18,46,49,50,52

overall survival did not differ based on the chemotherapy regimen .
47

Discussion
This review is the first to bring together the literature on those factors which influence age disparities in cancer
survival, using colon and lung cancer as exemplars. While age at diagnosis is an important prognostic factor in
cancer survival, very few studies, often of sub-optimal quality, have specifically focused on the relationship
between age and cancer survival, and none have sought to identify patterns of age disparities in colon or lung
cancer survival per se. However, our review showed that i) the magnitude of disparities in survival between
younger and older patients differed greatly and inconsistently based on patient and clinical characteristics; ii) the
stage at diagnosis was the sole clinical characteristic that consistently influenced age disparities in survival, but
oppositely in colon cancer and lung cancer; and iii) age disparities in lung cancer survival were typically greater in
female than in males.
While in most studies older patients had poorer survival than middle-aged patients, this was not always the case.
For instance, two studies reported no age disparity in cancer survival in patients with cancer of the right colon ,
53

and other papers showed minimal age disparities in patients with advanced lung cancer , or small-cell lung
29
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carcinoma . On the other hand, age disparities were substantial in patients with distant colon cancer
53

with localised lung cancer

30,53

or those

, particularly for patients without comorbidities .

37,41,44,48,53,54

54

The influence of stage at diagnosis on age disparities differed depending on the cancer. Age disparities in colon
cancer survival tended to increase with increasing stage of disease
cancer

, while the opposite was observed for lung

28,30

. Surgery is the main treatment strategy for patients with colon cancer diagnosed with localised

37,41,44,48,53,54

and regional stage disease, while chemotherapy is recommended for metastatic colon cancer . It has been
57

shown that older patients are less likely to receive chemotherapy than younger patients

, and less intensive

58–60

therapies are usually recommended for unfit older patients . In lung cancer, older patients with early stage
61

disease, especially those older than 75, are less likely to undergo surgery compared to younger patients . The
62

high lethality of the disease, especially at a more advanced stage, may explain the small difference in survival
disparities observed between middle-aged and older patients with metastatic lung cancer.
Comorbidity, the prevalence of which drastically increases with age, is an important prognostic factor in patients
with cancer, because it may complicate cancer management . However, our review identified only two studies
63

reporting data for comorbidity, preventing us from making any conclusions regarding comorbidity and its impact
on age disparities in cancer survival. One study suggested that the presence of COPD at diagnosis may increase
age disparities in survival seen in patients with colon cancer . The sole study that presented lung cancer
21

survival data by age group and comorbidity level suggested that patients without comorbidities showed greater
age disparities in survival than those with severe comorbidities . Comorbidity alone is not enough to assess
54

vulnerabilities in older patients with cancer, and comprehensive geriatric assessments (CGA) may be useful in
capturing a more nuanced view of health, fitness and physiological aging . Although less valuable than
64

information derived from CGA, it is now possible in many countries to link cancer survival data to comorbidity
information through linkage with administrative hospitalisation data or pharmacy data

, and thus further studies

65,66

should describe the role of comorbidities on age disparities in survival in patients with colon or lung cancer.
Unfortunately, we are unable to draw any conclusions regarding the role of treatment on age disparities in colon
and lung cancer survival. Indeed, most studies presenting survival data by treatment group were at high risk of
immortal time bias

. Immortal time bias occurs when survival comparisons are made between groups of

27,33,49,50,52

patients based on a factor (e.g. treatment) that is defined after the start of the follow-up (e.g. cancer diagnosis
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date). Patients in the treated group survived long enough to be treated, while others in the untreated group may
have died before having that chance. As a consequence, the treatment may be erroneously considered as
effective because patients in the treated group have, on average, a better survival than those in the untreated
group. In reality, the apparent better survival in the treated group may be the result of the selection of the fittest
patients (i.e. those who had the better chance to survive). For instance, this bias may be at play in the 2010 study
of van Steenbergen et al. and would explain the higher survival amongst the oldest age group in the ‘no
chemotherapy’ group , or in the study of Sigel et al. that reported higher 2-year RS in female patients older than
27

80 years compared to those younger than 60 . With a few exceptions
45

, the overall quality of studies

34,40,47,53,54

included in this review was poor. Further high quality studies are required if we are to better identify the role of
treatment as a possible driver of age disparities in cancer survival.
Only a few studies provide information about patient characteristics. The sole patient characteristic examined in
the colon cancer studies was sex, and the results were inconsistent

. However, the included lung cancer

29,53,54

studies suggested that the difference in 5-year survival between younger and older patients is wider in females
than in males

19,37,42,53

but this was not necessarily the case for 1 and 3-year survival . In the study by Dickman et
19

al., females aged 45-59 years old had better 1-year RS than males of the same age; however, females aged 75
years or older had lower 1-year RS than their male counterparts . Even if some evidence suggests a positive
53

effect of sex hormones on survival from NSCLC in females , the implication of sex hormones is still not clear .
67

68

However, because of the observational nature of the studies included, survival bias may also be an explanation
for the difference observed across sexes. In terms of race/ethnicity, age disparities in lung cancer survival seem
to be influenced by race/ethnicity in the U.S and the UK, but results are inconsistent

, probably because of

37,40

differences between health-care systems, or possible survival bias. Finally, the role of socioeconomic level in age
disparities in lung cancer survival is not clear . While sex, ethnicity/race and socioeconomic level are known to
38

influence cancer survival

, their role in age disparities in cancer survival remain unclear and should be further

69–71

explored.
Many other characteristics may be important in explaining lower survival amongst older patients. When using
observational data, data related to demographics and cancer are the easiest to study. However, other factors
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such as those related to the health-care system (e.g. physical and financial access to cancer facilities) are likely
to be more difficult to measure, and therefore were less likely to be included in this review.
Older adults have a higher risk of dying from causes other than cancer than younger adults. While of interest for
patients and clinicians , OS measures are of limited value when studying disparities in survival between younger
72

and older patients, mainly because they do not make a distinction between the causes of death, and because of
the higher risk of background mortality in older patients. Identifying the underlying cause of death may be
challenging in older adults who may present with co-existing serious disease, making cancer-specific survival
difficult to estimate. When studying the age disparities in survival, it is therefore crucial to take into account this
difference in background mortality. Accordingly, relative survival (i.e. the ratio of the observed survival among
patients with cancer over the [expected] survival among the general population obtained from national life tables)
or net survival (i.e. the probability of being alive after a defined period of time in the hypothetical world where one
can die only from cancer) are suited to this purpose. However, lifetables used to estimate the expected survival
should be adequately stratified by likely important factors(e.g. comorbidity, smoking status) .
73

Our systematic review has limitations. We could not conduct any quantitative analysis (such as meta-analysis)
because of the vast heterogeneity of studies included, which prevented us from quantifying the relationship
between increasing age and cancer survival. This is largely a reflection of the quality of the studies included in
this review. We did, however, attempt to synthesise the available evidence into the key findings, as discussed
above.
With the rapidly increasing number of older patients with cancer , there is a dire need for a better understanding
14

of the drivers of the disparities in colon and lung cancer survival between older and younger patients, ultimately
enhancing the probability of patients surviving their cancer regardless of their age. While it is not realistic to
believe that survival amongst older adults can equal that of middle-aged adults, there is more that can be done to
minimise age disparities in colon and lung cancer survival – but the current quality of evidence prevents a full
understanding of the key drivers of these disparities.

Conclusion
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In this systematic review, we have investigated age disparities in cancer survival using colon and lung cancer –
two differing cancer contexts in terms of the likely impact of age on survival – as exemplars. The present review
highlights both the lack of knowledge about age disparities in colon and lung cancer survival, and the absence of
geriatric variables (e.g. cognition, functional status, social support, nutritional status, etc.) investigated within
current population-based research. With the growth of the use of administrative health data in several (high
income) countries and an increased emphasis being placed on data quality, we can expect a more accurate
description of age disparities in colon and lung cancer survival in the near future and a subsequent improved
understanding of what drives them.
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First author,
date

Cancer
site

Article's
source

Criteria

Dickman et
al., 199953
Mariotto et al.,
201454
Yancik et al.,
199826
van de
Schans et al.,
200721
van
Steenbergen
et al., 201027

Inclusion
criteria

Exclusion
criteria

Defined: Criteria mentioned
Not defined: no criteria
mentioned

1 - Selection bias

2- Pronostic factor
measurement
Source of
Definition of
age
factors
mentioned studied

3- Outcome
measurement
Source of
mortality
data
mentioned

4 - Statistical reporting
End of
followup
reported

Summary
of followup given

Time zero
appropriately
defined

Baseline
characteristics
adequately
described

Defined and
appropriate: time
zero clearly
mentioned and
appropriately defined
Defined and not
appropriate: Time
zero clearly
mentioned but not
adapted to the
analysis (i.e. factors
of interest collected
after time zero)
Not defined: time
zero not clearly
mentioned
Defined and
appropriate
Defined and
appropriate
Not defined

Yes: Described
by age group
Partially:
Sample
described but
not by age
groups
No: No
description

Yes: The
original
source is
reported
No: Not
reported

Yes:
Reported
Partially: Not
fully defined
(i.e. the data
source is not
described)
No: Not
reported

Yes: The
original source
is reported
Partially: Not
specific
enough
No: Not
reported

Yes:
Reported
Partially:
Not
specific
enough
No: Not
reported

Yes: Reported
No: Not reported

Yes

No

Partially

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Partially

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

Partially

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

Number
of
deaths
given

Numerical
estimate of
survival by
age groups
in each
group of
comparison
are given

Both
sites
Both
sites
Colon

References'
list
Known by
SP
Databases

Defined

Defined

Not
defined
Defined

Not defined

Colon

Databases

Defined

Not defined

Defined and
appropriate

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Colon

Databases

Defined

Not defined

Defined but not
appropriate

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Not defined
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Table 1. Quality assessment of included studies

2- Pronostic factor
measurement
Source of
Definition of
age
factors
mentioned studied

3- Outcome
measurement
Source of
mortality
data
mentioned

4 - Statistical reporting
End of
followup
reported

Summary
of followup given

Number
of
deaths
given

Numerical
estimate of
survival by
age groups
in each
group of
comparison
are given

First author,
date

Cancer
site

Article's
source

Inclusion
criteria

Exclusion
criteria

Time zero
appropriately
defined

Baseline
characteristics
adequately
described

Nedrebø et
al., 201128
van den Broek
et al., 201116
Kolfschoten et
al., 201217
Majek et al.,
201329

Colon

Databases

Defined

Defined

Not defined

Partially

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Colon

Databases

Defined

Not defined

Not defined

Yes

No

Partially

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Colon

Databases

Defined

Defined

Partially

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

Colon

Databases

Defined

Defined

Defined and
appropriate
Not defined

Partially

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

Colon

Databases

Defined

Not defined

Not defined

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

Colon

Databases

Defined

Defined

Not defined

Partially

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Colon

Databases

Defined

Defined

Not defined

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

Colon

Databases

Defined

Defined

Not defined

Partially

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Colon

Databases

Defined

Defined

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Colon

Databases

Defined

Defined

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Colon

Databases

Defined

Defined

Defined but not
appropriate
Defined and
appropriate
Not defined

Yes

No

Partially

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Colon

Databases

Defined

Not defined

Not defined

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

Park et al.,
201336
Van
Steenbergen
et al., 201330
Khan et al.,
201431
Aan De
Stegge et al.,
201632
Hines et al.,
201633
Aquina et al.,
201734
Brungs et al.,
201820
Hur et al.,
201835
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1 - Selection bias

2- Pronostic factor
measurement
Source of
Definition of
age
factors
mentioned studied

3- Outcome
measurement
Source of
mortality
data
mentioned

4 - Statistical reporting
End of
followup
reported

Summary
of followup given

Number
of
deaths
given

Numerical
estimate of
survival by
age groups
in each
group of
comparison
are given

First author,
date

Cancer
site

Article's
source

Inclusion
criteria

Exclusion
criteria

Time zero
appropriately
defined

Baseline
characteristics
adequately
described

Ries et al.,
199444
Wingo et al.,
1998
JanssenHeijnen et al.,
199851
Sigel et al.,
200945
Chang et al.,
201238
JanssenHeijnen et al.,
201219
Lin et al.,
201246
van der Drift et
al., 201218
Jung et al.,
201339
Langer et al.,
201447
Eberle et al.,
201542
Maringe et al.,
201540
Petera et al.,
201541

Lung

Databases

Defined

Defined

Partially

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

Lung

Databases

Defined

Not defined

Defined and
appropriate
Not defined

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Lung

Databases

Defined

Defined

Not defined

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Lung

Defined

Not defined

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Defined

Not defined

Yes

No

Yes

Partially

Partially

No

No

Yes

Lung

Databases

Defined

Defined

Defined but not
appropriate
Defined and
appropriate
Defined and
appropriate

Yes

Lung

References'
list
Databases

Partially

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Lung

Databases

Defined

Defined

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

Lung

Databases

Defined

Defined

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Lung

Databases

Defined

Defined

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Lung

Databases

Defined

Defined

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Lung

Databases

Defined

Defined

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Lung

Known by
SP
Databases

Defined

Defined

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Not
defined

Not defined

Defined but not
appropriate
Defined but not
appropriate
Defined and
appropriate
Defined and
appropriate
Defined and
appropriate
Defined and
appropriate
Not defined

Partially

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Lung
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1 - Selection bias

2- Pronostic factor
measurement
Source of
Definition of
age
factors
mentioned studied

3- Outcome
measurement
Source of
mortality
data
mentioned

4 - Statistical reporting
End of
followup
reported

Summary
of followup given

Number
of
deaths
given

Numerical
estimate of
survival by
age groups
in each
group of
comparison
are given

First author,
date

Cancer
site

Article's
source

Inclusion
criteria

Exclusion
criteria

Time zero
appropriately
defined

Baseline
characteristics
adequately
described

Driessen et
al., 201748
Schulkes et
al., 201743
Wang et al.,
201752
Driessen et
al., 201849
Driessen et
al., 201950

Lung

Databases

Defined

Defined

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Lung

Databases

Defined

Defined

Defined and
appropriate
Not defined

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Lung

Databases

Defined

Defined

Not defined

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Lung

Databases

Defined

Defined

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Lung

Databases

Defined

Defined

Defined but not
appropriate
Defined but not
appropriate

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Table 2 Characteristics of included studies about colon cancers
First author,
date

Location of
data

Objective

Definition of
cancer

Stage at
diagnosis

Age at
diagnosis

Exclusion criteria

Period of
cancer
diagnosis

Source of
cancer data

Source of
mortality data
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1 - Selection bias

Location of
data

Objective

Definition of
cancer

Stage at
diagnosis

Age at
diagnosis

Exclusion criteria

Period of
cancer
diagnosis

Source of
cancer data

Source of
mortality data

Yancik et al.,
199826

U.S.A.

Colon carcinoma

All stages

≥ 55

Not mentioned

Dickman et
al., 199953

Finland

Carcinoma of the
colon
Carcinoid tumour of
the colon

All stages

Not
mentioned

van de
Schans et al.,
200721

Eindhoven,
the
Netherlands

" ... we document the
comorbidity in older colon
carcinoma patients and
evaluate the influence of
various diseases on cancer
survival. We focus on the role
of comorbidity in early
mortality. Guiding research
questions were: 1) What is
the comorbidity burden of
older colon carcinoma
patients? 2) Does the
comorbidity burden of colon
carcinoma patients correlate
with their disease stage? and
3) Does the comorbidity
burden contribute to early
mortality of the patient?"
"In the current publication we
provide information on trends
in survival for patients
diagnosed from 1955–1994,
along with a detailed
description of survival for
patients diagnosed in the
period 1985–1994."
"…investigated the
prevalence of COPD among
newly diagnosed cancer
patients. Furthermore, we
assessed whether such
patients had a different stage
at diagnosis, were treated
differently, and to what extent
they had a different outcome
compared to newly

1992

SEER

Active follow-up
method of the NCI
SEER Program.

Carcinoma in situ
lesions
Death certificate
only
Diagnosis at
autopsy

1985–1994

Finnish Cancer
Registry

National population
register

all new colon
cancer cases

All stages

≥ 35

Not mentioned

1995-2004

Eindhoven
Cancer Registry

Passive follow-up
via hospitals +
active follow-up
from the municipal
personal records
database
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First author,
date

Location of
data

Objective

Definition of
cancer

Stage at
diagnosis

Age at
diagnosis

Exclusion criteria

Period of
cancer
diagnosis

Source of
cancer data

Source of
mortality data

Primary colon
cancer (C18.0–
C18.7)

Stage III

Not
mentioned

None

2001-2007

Eindhoven
Cancer Registry

Passive follow-up
via the hospitals
and active followup from civil
municipal registries
and the Central
Bureau for
Genealogy

First primary
invasive colon
cancer (C18.0)

All stages

Not
mentioned

None

1991-2005 Comprehensive
Cancer Centre
West

CCCW established
vital status either
directly from the
patients’ medical
record or through
linkage of cancer
registry data with
the municipal
population
registries which

diagnosed cancer patients
without COPD."

van
Steenbergen
et al., 201027

the
Netherlands

van den
Broek et al.,
201116

the
Netherlands

"In order to evaluate
adherence to these
guidelines in southern
Netherlands in recent years,
we assessed factors
associated with the
administration of
chemotherapy. Variation
between hospitals was
assessed to differentiate
between early and late
adapters for adjuvant
chemotherapy administration.
In addition, we determined to
what extent these factors and
the introduction of new
chemo-therapeutic agents
were related to survival at a
population-based level."
"… the aim of our study was
to describe treatments and
compare survival rates over
time between middle-aged
(<65 years), aged (6574years) and elderly (≥ 75
years) colon cancer patients."
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First author,
date

Nedrebø et
al., 201128

Location of
data

Norway

Kolfschoten
et al., 201217

the
Netherlands

Majek et al.,
201329

Germany

Objective

Definition of
cancer

"The aim of this study was to
investigate how changes in
national strategies for
surgical treatment have
influenced survival from
colonic and rectal cancer in a
national cohort."
"… to assess which factors
contribute to poor
postoperative outcome,
especially in elderly patients
who undergo emergency
colon cancer resections…"

Adenocarcinoma of
the colon

"…to compare survival from
CRC between men and
women and to explore
potential reasons for sex
differences in a large

Primary invasive
colon cancer

(assumed to have
undergone a
curative
resection)
Colon carcinoma

Stage at
diagnosis

Age at
diagnosis

All stages

Not
mentioned

Not
mentioned

Not
mentioned

All stages

≥ 15

Exclusion criteria

Tumours other than
adenocarcinomas
In situ cancers
Distant metastases
Treatment with nonresective
procedures
Patients treated for
a rectum carcinoma
Patients treated for
a recurrent disease
or multiple
synchronous
colorectal tumors
Records that did not
contain information
about the tumor
location, the date of
surgery, urgency of
the procedure, or
hospital survival
Death certificate
only
Unknown years of
birth/death

Period of
cancer
diagnosis

Source of
cancer data

Source of
mortality data

1993-2004

Cancer Registry
of Norway

Statistics Norway

January 1December
31, 2010
(date of
surgery)

Dutch Surgical
Colorectal Audit

Not mentioned

1997-2006 German cancer
registries

Not mentioned

record information
on their inhabitants’
vital status.
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First author,
date

Location of
data

Park et al.,
201336

Korea

Van
Steenbergen
et al., 201330

the
Netherlands

Khan et al.,
201431

U.S.A.

Objective
population-based cancer
survival study from
Germany."
"… to use the KCCR data to
evaluate the characteristics
of Korean CRC, focusing on
the variation in survival
according to a specific age
group, sex, or tumor
location."
"… we determined
conditional 5-year relative
survival rates for colon
cancer patients, according to
age, gender and tumour
stage for each additional year
survived up to 15 years after
diagnosis."

"… to compare the frequency
of nodal involvement in
resectable colon cancer
between younger and older
patients and evaluate if the
survival benefits of adequate
lymph node retrieval differ
between the age groups."

Definition of
cancer

Stage at
diagnosis

Age at
diagnosis

Exclusion criteria

Period of
cancer
diagnosis

Source of
cancer data

Source of
mortality data

Colon cancer
(C18.0-18.7)

All stages

Not
mentioned

Not mentioned

1993-2010 Korea Central
Cancer Registry

Not mentioned

Invasive primary
colon cancer
(C18.0–C18.9)

Stages I-III

15-89

Diagnosis at
autopsy
Sarcomas and
lymphomas

1989-2008 Netherlands
Cancer Registry

Adenocarcinoma of
the colon

Stages I-III

≥ 20

Carcinoid and
neuroendocrine
carcinomas
Death certificate
only
Diagnosis at
autopsy
Unrecorded stage

2000-2010 SEER

Passive follow-up
via the hospitals
and date of death
retrieved from the
Municipal Personal
Records Database
for deaths
occurring since
October 1994; for
patients diagnosed
before October
1994, follow-up
completed by
merging with
municipality death
records or with the
Central Bureau for
Genealogy
Not mentioned
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First author,
date

Location of
data

Objective

Definition of
cancer

Stage at
diagnosis

Age at
diagnosis

Exclusion criteria
Unclear if colon or
rectum

Mariotto et
al., 201454

U.S.A.

Aan De
Stegge et al.,
201632

the
Netherlands

Hines et al.,
201633

Georgia, the
U.S

Period of
cancer
diagnosis

Source of
cancer data

Source of
mortality data

"… to describe the different
Lung cancer
survival measures, the
methods and assumptions
behind them and their
respective interpretation in
less technical language. The
second is to provide a
presentation template for
summarizing cancer survival
statistics for major cancer
sites,..."
" … to investigate whether
Adenocarcinoma of
the removal of more (≥12)
the colon
lymph nodes can explain
differences in survival rates
between elderly and younger
patients diagnosed with colon
cancer."

Lung and
Bronchus
cancer

All stages

20+

Not 2004-2009
mentioned

SEER 18 registries

Stages I-III

Not
mentioned

2003-2010 Netherlands
Cancer Registry

Linkage with the
municipality
register

"...1) to assess the proportion Adenocarcinoma of
of stage III CC patients who
the colon
received ACT overall and by
age, 2) to evaluate the
absolute and relative survival
benefit of receiving ACT

Stage III

40-84

Unknown tumour
location
Unknown number of
removed lymph
nodes
Unknown lymph
nodal status
No correspondence
between TNM
classification and
lymph nodal status
Receipt of neoadjuvant treatment
No surgery within
90 days of
diagnosis
Unknown surgical
status
Death within 6

2000-2007 Georgia
Comprehensive
Cancer Registry

Not mentioned
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First author,
date

Location of
data

Objective

Definition of
cancer

Stage at
diagnosis

Age at
diagnosis

Exclusion criteria
months of diagnosis
Not receiving
adjuvant
chemotherapy due
to contraindications
Multiple primary
tumors
Race other than
black/white
Missing census tract
code
Unknown
chemotherapy
status
Missing data related
to adjuvant therapy,
the unique surgeon
identifier, surgeon
board-certification
status, surgeon year
of training
completion, or TNM
staging or if they
died within 30 days
of surgery.
Death within 30
days of surgery
Delay starting
chemotherapy past
120 days

following surgery for stage III
CC patients overall and
according to age, and 3) to
evaluate whether propensity
score methodology afforded
additional control over
confounding variables by
comparing estimates
obtained via multivariable
modeling (MM), propensity
score weighting (PSW), and
propensity score matching
(PSM)."
Aquina et al.,
201734

New York
State, U.S.A.

"... to examine age-related
differences in postoperative
complications, 1-year
survival, and cause-specific
mortality among patients in
New York State using a
linked population-based
dataset between the state
cancer registry and state
hospital discharge database."

Patients who
underwent
colectomy for stage
I–III colon
adenocarcinoma

Stages I-III

Not
mentioned

Brungs et al.,
201820

Australia

"… to investigate the
comparative effectiveness of
the addition of oxaliplatin to
fluoropyrimidine
monotherapy as adjuvant
treatment for stage III colon
cancer in a “real world
population” of patients older
than 70 years."

Colon
adenocarcinoma

Stage III

≥ 18

Period of
cancer
diagnosis

Source of
cancer data

Source of
mortality data

2004-2011 New York State
Cancer Registry

Linkage to vital
records and the
National Death
Index to provide
the cause and date
of death for
patients

2006-2009 New South
2010-2013 Wales clinical
cancer registry

Linkage to the
NSW registry of
Births, Deaths, and
Marriages by the
Centre for Health
Record Linkage.
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First author,
date

Location of
data

Objective

Definition of
cancer

Stage at
diagnosis

Age at
diagnosis

Exclusion criteria

Hur et al.,
201835

Korea

"The purpose of this study
was to investigate the
characteristics of Korean
patients with CRC, focusing
on survival outcomes across
tumor distribution, stage, and
patient sex and age by using
data from a nationwide
cancer registry."

All stages
Pathologicallyidentified
adenocarcinomas of
the colon

Not
mentioned

Not mentioned

Period of
cancer
diagnosis

1996-2015

Source of
cancer data

Source of
mortality data

Korea Central
Cancer Registry

Not mentioned
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First author,
date

First
Location of
author,
data
date
Lung cancer
Wingo et
al., 199837

U.S.A.

Dickman
et al.,
199953

Finland

Chang et
al., 201238

Taiwan

Objective

Definition of cancer

Stage at
diagnosis

Age at
diagnosis

Exclusion criteria

Period of
cancer
diagnosis

Source of
cancer data

Source of mortality
data

"...to study gender,
race, age, and stagespecific relative
survival at 5,10, and
15 years after
diagnosis of cancer of
the breast, prostate,
colon and rectum, and
lung."
"In the current
publication we provide
information on trends
in survival for patients
diagnosed from 1955–
1994, along with a
detailed description of
survival for patients
diagnosed in the
period 1985–1994."
"This article describes
and compares the
overall survival rates
and relative risk of
death in patients
diagnosed with their
first malignant tumor in
2002."

First primary diagnosis
of lung cancer

All stages

Not
mentioned

Not mentioned

1974-1991

SEER

Active follow-up: match
cases annually with
deaths recorded in the
corresponding states
and with the National
Death Index + other
methods if appropriate

Carcinoma of the lung
Cancers of the trachea
and carcinoid tumours of
the bronchus

All stages

Not
mentioned

Carcinoma in situ lesions
Death certificate only
Diagnosis at autopsy
Cancers of the pleura

1985–1994

Finnish
Cancer
Registry

National population
register

Patients with incidental
lung cancer who began
treatment in 2002.

All stages

Not
mentioned

Not mentioned

2002 Taiwan
National
Health
Insurance
Research
Database

Linkage to the mortality
data.
Each patient was
tracked from
his or her first curative
treatment for a fiveyear period using
administrative data to
identify all patients who
died during the
study period.
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Table 3 Characteristics of included studies about lung cancer

Location of
data

Objective

Definition of cancer

Stage at
diagnosis

Age at
diagnosis

Exclusion criteria

Jung et
al., 201339

Korea

Primary lung cancer
(C33-C34)

All stages

≥ 20

Death Certificate Only
Unknown years of
birth/death

Mariotto
et al.,
201454

U.S.A.

"This study aimed at
reporting the stagespecific survival rates
for the 8 most
common cancers
diagnosed during the
period 2006-2010 in
Korea and at
comparing the stagespecific survival rates
between Korea and
the US."
"… to describe the
different survival
measures, the
methods and
assumptions behind
them and their
respective
interpretation in less
technical language.
The second is to
provide a presentation
template for
summarizing cancer
survival statistics for
major cancer sites,..."

Lung and Bronchus
cancer

All stages

20+

Not mentioned

Period of
cancer
diagnosis

Source of
cancer data

Source of mortality
data

2006-2010

Korea
Central
Cancer
Registry

Passive follow-up
using mortality
database maintained
from the Statistics
Korea and population
registration database
from the Ministry of
Security and Public
Administration

2004-2009

SEER 18
registries

Not mentioned
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First
author,
date

Location of
data

Objective

Definition of cancer

Stage at
diagnosis

Age at
diagnosis

Exclusion criteria

Maringe
et al.,
201540

England

All stages

15-69

Vital status unknown
DCO
No information on the
postcode of residence

Petera et
al., 201541

the Czech
Republic

"…to determine how
Invasive, primary lung
cancer survival in the cancer (C33,C34)
South Asian
population of England
has changed between
1986 and 2004, how it
varies by age and
deprivation, and how
these patterns
compare with those
observed in non-South
Asians. "
"… to evaluate cancer Not mentioned
epidemiology in the
Czech Republic from
the years 2006 to
2010 and to assess
differences in
treatment and
outcomes between
elderly and non-elderly
patients."

All stages

Not
mentioned

Eberle et
al., 201542

Germany

"The aim of this
investigation is the
identification of factors
which affect the
relatively high survival
rates for lung cancer
in Germany."

All stages

≥15

Primary invasive lung
cancer (ICD-10: C33-34)

Period of
cancer
diagnosis

Source of
cancer data

Source of mortality
data

1986-2004

National
Cancer
Registry

Office for National
Statistics

Not mentioned

2006–2010

Czech
National
Cancer
Registry

Not mentioned

Death Certificate Only

2007-2010

12 cancer
registries in
Germany

Not mentioned
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First
author,
date

Schulkes
et al.,
201743

Location of
data

Objective

the
Netherlands

Definition of cancer

Stage at
diagnosis

Age at
diagnosis

Exclusion criteria

" ... we analyzed
Patients with non-small
patient data on lung
cell lung cancer or small
cancer from a nation- cell lung cancer
wide registry in the
Netherlands,
regarding diagnostic
work-up, treatment
choices, and survival
in different age
categories: the oldest
old (≥85 years of age),
the elderly (71–84
years), and younger
patients (18–70
years)."

All stages

≥18

Impossible to categorize
treatment due to lack of
information.

"… a comprehensive
analysis of the
influence of extent of
disease, histologic
type, histologic grade,
and demographic
factors on lung cancer
survival."
"In this study, we used
national data from the
SEER database to
compare relative
survival rates of
patients with resected
and unresected stage
I non-small-cell lung
cancer (NSCLC)
according to age to
evaluate the impact of

Histologically confirmed
cases of invasive lung
cancer

All stages

Not
mentioned

Not the first primary
cancer
Diagnosis at autopsy
Death certificate only, In
situ cancers
Unknown or other race
Unknown survival time

Primary cancer (tumor
site codes 34.0–34.9
and ICD-O-2
morphology codes
8010–8040, 8050–8076,
8140, 8143, 8250–8260,
8310, 8320, 8323,
8470–8490, 8550–
8573), diagnosed prior
to autopsy

Stage I

No restriction Not mentioned

Period of
cancer
diagnosis

Source of
cancer data

Source of mortality
data

2010-2014

Netherlands
Cancer
Registry

Linkage of the Cancer
Registry data with
municipal population
registries

1983-1987

SEER

Not mentioned

1995-2004

SEER

State death certificates

Non-small cell lung cancer
Ries et
al., 199444

U.S.A.

Sigel et
al., 200945

U.S.A.
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First
author,
date

Location of
data

Lin et al.,
201246

Taiwan

van der
Drift et al.,
201218

the
Netherlands

Objective

Definition of cancer

Stage at
diagnosis

Age at
diagnosis

Exclusion criteria

I-IIIA

≥18

All cases with second
2004-2007
primary malignancies and
those receiving anticancer
treatment prior to surgery

All stages

15-95

Diagnosis at autopsy

competing causes of
death on the
outcomes of elderly
patients."

" … we conducted this
retrospective
population-based
analysis of the Taiwan
Cancer Registry
(TCR) database to
examine the survival
benefit of adjuvant
chemotherapy for
Asian patients with
stage I–IIIA NSCLC."

Histologically proven
(International
Classification
of Disease for Oncology
codes 339 –349 and
morphology codes 8010,
8012– 8013, 8022,
8032– 8033, 8046,
8050, 8052, 8070 –
8072, 8082– 8083,
8140, 8200, 8211, 8230,
8240, 8246, 8249 –
8250, 8252– 8255,
8260, 8310, 8320, 8323,
8333, 8430, 8480 –
8481, 8490, 8550, 8560,
8711, 8890 and 8972)
who received a curative
operation with a clear
surgical margin.
" … to examine
Microscopically
changes in treatment verified cancer (C34,
and survival of NSCLC ICD-O morphology
patients in the
codes 8010-14, 8020Netherlands in the last 22, 8030-33, 8046,
20 years, on a
8050-78, 8082-84, 8090,

Period of
cancer
diagnosis

1989-2009

Source of
cancer data

Source of mortality
data

Taiwan
Cancer
Registry

Linkage with the
database of death
registry

Netherlands
Cancer
Registry

Initially obtained from
municipal registries
and hospitals and from
1995 onward from the
nationwide population
registries network.
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First
author,
date

Location of
data

Langer et
al., 201447

U.S.A.

Objective

Definition of cancer

population-based
level, according to
stage, age group, and
sex."

8094, 8123, 8140-41,
8190, 8200, 8211, 823031, 8250-63, 8290,
8310, 8323, 8333, 8430,
8470-90, 8550-51, 8560,
8562, 8570-75, 8972,
8980-82)
Advanced nonsquamous NSCLC

"In late 2012, a larger
SEER-Medicare
dataset with a greater
duration of follow-up
was released by the
National Cancer
Institute (NCI),
warranting a reanalysis of the impact
of combining
bevacizumab with CP
versus CP alone on
OS in elderly patients
with advanced non
squamous NSCLC
diagnosed through
2009. As secondary
objective,
hospitalization rates
and durations of
hospital stays were
also analyzed."

Stage at
diagnosis

Age at
diagnosis

Exclusion criteria

Period of
cancer
diagnosis

Source of
cancer data

Source of mortality
data

Stages IIIB
and IV

≥65

Deaths within 30 days of
the initial diagnosis
No histologically
confirmation
If the cancer was not the
first and only cancer;
Other treatment than
bevacizumab, carboplatin
or paclitaxel within one
month of the index date.
Incomplete medical
records in the SEERMedicare database.

2006-2009

SEER

SEER
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First
author,
date

Location of
data

Objective

Definition of cancer

Stage at
diagnosis

Age at
diagnosis

Exclusion criteria

Driessen
et al.,
201748

the
Netherlands

Primary invasive lung
cancer (ICD-O: C34;
8010-8020, 8022-8035,
8046-8230, 8243-8246,
8250-8576, 8972, 89808982 and 9110)

All stages

Not
mentioned

Patients with small cell
lung cancer, carcinoid
tumors, absence of
pathological verification,
or incidental diagnosis at
autopsy

Driessen
et al.,
201849

the
Netherlands

"This study focuses on
describing trends and
disparities over time in
treatment, relative
survival (RS), and the
contribution of
treatment toward
changes in relative
excess risk of mortality
(RER) between
younger and older
patients with CLC over
the last 25 years in the
Netherlands,
according to patient
and tumor
characteristics."
To describe
unselected patients
with stage III NSCLC
aged 65–74 years and
those aged ≥75 years
regarding patterns of
treatment and survival
in relation with patient
and tumour
characteristics in the
Netherlands.

Non-small cell lung
cancer

Stage III

≥65

Diagnoses of other
histologies
No pathological
verification
Diagnosis at autopsy

Period of
cancer
diagnosis

Source of
cancer data

Source of mortality
data

1990-2014

Netherlands
Cancer
Registry

from municipal
registries and hospitals
and since 1995 from
the nationwide
population registries
network

2009–2013

Netherlands
Cancer
Registry

Nationwide population
registries network
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First
author,
date

Driessen
et al.,
201950

Location of
data

Objective

Definition of cancer

Stage at
diagnosis

Age at
diagnosis

Exclusion criteria

the
Netherlands

" … our study
compares treatment
patterns and overall
survival (OS) for
patients aged 65–74
years and those aged
≥75 years with clinical
stage I and II NSCLC
in daily clinical
practice in the
Netherlands."

Clinical stage I or II
NSCLC

Stage I-II

≥65

"We studied treatment
policy for and both
short-term and longterm survival of
unselected patients
with SCLC diagnosed
in south-eastern
Netherlands since
1975, the period of
development of
cytotoxic therapy."
"This article focuses
on the trends in
incidence of SCLC,
treatment strategies,
and survival of
unselected patients
with SCLC in the
Netherlands since
1989."

Small cell lung cancer

All stages

Primary cancer (C34.0C34.9 and morphology
codes 8041–8045)

All stages

Small cell lung cancer
JanssenHeijnen et
al., 199851

Eindhoven,
the
Netherlands

JanssenHeijnen et
al., 201219

the
Netherlands

Period of
cancer
diagnosis

Source of
cancer data

Source of mortality
data

Patients with other
2010-2015
histologies
Diagnosis at autopsy
External radiotherapy with
sensitizer, targeted
therapy, other treatment,
or unknown treatment

Netherlands
Cancer
Registry

Nationwide population
registries network

Not
mentioned

Diagnosis at autopsy;
1990-1992
Died within the first month
of diagnosis

Eindhoven
Cancer
Registry

Active follow-up

Not
mentioned

<15 years old and >95
years old;
Diagnosis at autopsy

Netherlands
Cancer
Registry

Active follow-up:
obtained from the
municipal registries
and from the database
of deceased persons
of the Central Bureau
for Genealogy.

1989-2009
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First
author,
date

Wang et
al., 201752

Location of
data

Objective

Definition of cancer

Stage at
diagnosis

Age at
diagnosis

Exclusion criteria

U.S.A.

" … to determine the
prognostic value of
age on patients with
SCLC."

Pathologically confirmed
cancer
Confirmed age, active
follow-up and only one
primary tumor.

All stages

Not
mentioned

Incomplete staging
Unknown age
Unknown cause of death
Unknown survival months
Died within 30 days after
surgery

Period of
cancer
diagnosis

2010-2013

Source of
cancer data

Source of mortality
data

SEER

Not mentioned
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First
author,
date

First author,
date
Yancik et al.,
199826

Age categories Sampling Time zero
55-64; 65-74;
≥75

Agestratified
random
sample by
gender

Not clearly
mentioned.

End of
follow-up

December 31,
1993

Survival
metrics

OS

Method
KaplanMeier

Sample
size

Factors and its definition

1,610 Stage: TNM classification
No numerical estimates available from the paper or the author.
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Table 4 Data extraction of included studies about age disparities in colon cancer survival

One year after the cancer diagnosis, the age difference in survival was the
biggest for patients with unknown stage cancer. The age difference was similar
across patients with cancer of stages I, II or IV; however, the age difference in
survival was important for patients with stage III cancer.

Dickman et
al., 199953

Age categories Sampling Time zero
30-44; 45-59;
60-74; ≥75

None

Cancer
diagnosis

End of
follow-up

December 31,
1995

Survival
metrics
1,5-year
RS

Method
Hakulinen

Sample
size

Factors and its definition

Not Sub-sites: caecum & ascending; Transverse; Descending & Sigmoid; Other
mentioned
5-year RS (95% CI)
45-59
≥75
Subsite
Abs. diff.
years old
years old
Caecum & Ascending
53 (48–59) 52 (47–56)
1
Transverse
47 (40–54) 38 (32–45)
9
Descending & Sigmoid 54 (49–59) 48 (43–52)
6
Other
64 (50–78) 39 (30–49)
25
Sex and Stage: Localised; regional metastases; distant metastases

Stage
Localised
Regional
Distant
Localised
Regional
Distant

Males

45-59
years
old

≥75
years old

98
90
45

91
85
26

85
(79–91)
55
(44–66)
12
(7–16)

79
(69–89)
63
(45–82)
12
(6–18)

Abs.
diff.

Females
≥75
45-59
years
years old
old

1-year RS (no 95%CI)
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First author,
date

Abs.
diff.

7
5
19

97
85
52

90
76
28

7
9
24

6

80
(74–85)
59
(47–70)
13
(8–19)

82
(76–89)
49
(39–59)
8
(5–11)

-2

5-year RS (95%CI)
-8
0

10
5

Age categories Sampling Time zero

Van de
35-64; ≥65
Schans, et al.,
200721

None

Date of
diagnosis

End of
follow-up

January 1,
2006

Survival
metrics

OS

Method
KaplanMeier

Sample
size

Factors and its definition

678 Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD - Yes/No – from medical
history, use of relevant drugs and diagnostic work-up)
No numerical estimates.
Survival curves presented in Fig.1 (A) of authors’ article suggests that age
disparities in colon cancer overall survival at 5 years between patients aged
35-64 and those aged 65+ were bigger for patients with COPD than for those
free of COPD.

van
Steenbergen
et al., 201027

van den
Broek et al.,
201116

<65; 65–74;
≥75

<65; 65–74;
≥75

None

None

Cancer
diagnosis

Not clearly
mentioned.

January 1,
2008

December 31,
2009

3,5-year
OS

5-year RS

Not
mentioned

Hakulinen

1,637 Treatment: chemotherapy vs. no chemotherapy

Chemotherapy
No chemotherapy

<65 years old
78
38

Chemotherapy
No chemotherapy

66
27

8,926 Stage (TNM classification)
No numerical estimates.

3-year OS
≥75 years old
63
45
5-year OS
54
28

Abs. diff.
15
-7
12
-1
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First author,
date

Fig.2 of authors’ article suggests that in 2004, the difference in 5-year RS
between patients aged <65 and those aged 75 years or older was similar for
stage I and II cancer. The biggest age difference was observed in patients with
stage III cancer and the smallest in patients with stage IV cancer.

Nedrebø et
al., 201128

Age categories Sampling Time zero
<75; ≥75

None

Not clearly
mentioned.

End of
follow-up

December 31,
2008

Survival
metrics

5-year RS

Method
PoharPerme

Sample
size

Factors and its definition

11,437 Presence of lymph node metastases: positive vs. negative

Node positive
Node negative
Kolfschoten et <70; 70–79;
al., 201217
≥80

None

Definitive
resection

30-day after
the entry in
the study

30-day
None
postoperat
ive
mortality

5-year RS for the period 2001-2003
≤75
>75 years Abs. diff
years old
old
67.1
51.6
15.5
88.5
84.7
3.8
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First author,
date

6,161 Treatment: elective vs. non-elective resection.
Risk factors among male gender, American Society of Anesthesiologists score
of III+, Charlson score 2+, metastasic disease or hemicolectomy
No numerical estimates.

In patients who underwent an elective surgery, mortality rates in the absence
of risk factors were 0% for patients younger than 80 and around 6% in older
patients. When examining individual risk factors, mortality rates were similar in
patients aged less than 70 or between 70 and 80; however, rates were much
higher in the 80+ age group. Mortality rates increased linearly as age
increased in males with no other risk factors. When examining the cumulative
effect of risk factors, the difference in mortality rates between patients aged
less 70 and those aged 80 + increased as the number of risk factors
increased. The biggest age disparities was observed for patients with
metastatic cancer; the mortality rates were between 0-3% in patients younger
than 80 years old and 10% in older patients.
In patients who underwent a non-elective surgery, age disparities in mortality
rates were the lowest in those with no risk factors (around 2% in <70 age
group vs. 6-7% in 80+ age group), intermediate in those with a ASA III+ score
(around 14% vs. 21%), and the biggest in patients who underwent a
hemicolectomy (around 1% in <70 age group vs. 18-19% in 80+ age group).
Age disparities increased with the cumulative number of risk factors.

Majek et al.,
201329

Age categories Sampling Time zero
15–44; 45–54;
55–64; 65–74;
≥75

None

Not clearly
mentioned.

End of
follow-up

Not clearly
mentioned

Survival
metrics

5-year RS

Method
Ederer II;
Period
analysis

Sample
size

Factors and its definition

eberl Sex, and subsite (right colon; left colon)

Subsite
Right
colon
Left colon
Park et al.,
201336

<70; ≥70

None

Not clearly
mentioned.

Not
mentioned

5-year RS

Ederer II

Males
45-54
≥75
year old year old

5-year RS
Abs.
diff

45-54
year old

Females
≥75
year old

Abs.
diff

61.7

61.5

0.2

64.1

64.3

-0.2

65.4

58.9

6.5

67.9

58.6

9.3

226,352 Subsite: proximal colon (C18.0–C18.5); distal colon (C18.6–C18.7)
Subsites
Proximal colon
Distal colon

5-year RS (95% CI)
<70 years old
≥70 years old Abs. diff
71.1 (70.5–71.7) 57.8 (56.6–58.9) 13.3
74.2 (73.6–74.7) 61.8 (60.7–63.0) 12.4

Among stage IV
Proximal colon
Distal colon

21.3 (19.4–23.3) 9.3 (7.3–11.6)
23.8 (22.0–25.6) 15.0 (12.6–17.6)

12.0
8.8
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First author,
date

Van
Steenbergen
et al., 201330

Khan et al.,
201431

Age categories Sampling Time zero
15–44; 45–59;
60–74; 75–89

20-49; 50-64;
65-74; 75-84; ≥
85

None

None

Not clearly
mentioned.

Not clearly
mentioned.

End of
follow-up

January, 2010

December 31,
2010

Survival
metrics

5-year RS
conditioni
ng on
surviving
0,3,5,10
years

Method
Ederer II;
Period
analysis

Cumulativ Cronin and
e
Feuer’s
Incidence
of death at
5 years

Sample
size

Factors and its definition

89,451 Stage (TNM classification)
5-year RS (95% CI) conditioning on
surviving 0,3,5 years after cancer
diagnosis
45-59
years old
Stage
I
II
III

94 (93–96)
81 (80–83)
63 (62–65)

I
II
III

95 (94–97)
88 (87–90)
77 (75–79)

I
II
III

96 (94–97)
92 (91–94)
88 (86–90)

75-89
years old
0 years
92 (90–94)
76 (75–77)
49 (47–51)
3 years
100 (96–103)
95 (93–97)
84 (80–87)
5 years
103 (98–107)
99 (96–102)
97 (92–102)

Abs. diff.
2
5
14
-5
-7
-7
-7
-7
-9

191,967 Number of lymph nodes examined

0-11 Lymph nodes
≥12 lymph nodes

Cumulative incidence of death at 5 years (%)
50-64
≥ 85
Abs. Diff
years old years old
18.4
27.5
-9.1
16.7
17.8
-1.1
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First author,
date

Age categories Sampling Time zero

Mariotto et al., 20-44; 45-54;
55-64; 65-74;
201454
≥75

None

Date of
diagnosis

End of
follow-up

December 31,
2010

Survival
metrics

5-year RS

Method
Ederer II

Sample
size

Factors and its definition

126,715 Sex
5-year RS (95% CI)
≥75
45-54
Abs. diff
years old
years old
68 (66-69) 60 (58-61)
8
68 (67-70) 59 (58-60)
9

Males
Females
Aan De
Stegge et al.,
201632

< 66; 66–75;
>75

None

Not
mentioned.

December,
2010

5-year OS

KaplanMeier

41,074 Number of lymph nodes examined

0-11 lymph nodes
≥12 lymph nodes
Hines et al.,
201633

40-64; 65-74;
75-84

None

Cancer
diagnosis

January 1,
2012

Adjusted
mortality
rates

Poisson
regression
model

<66
years old
79
81

5-year OS
>75
years old
45
53

Abs. Diff
34
28

3,057 Treatment: Chemotherapy: receipt of ACT had to occur within 120 days of
surgery

Chemotherapy
No chemotherapy

5-year mortality rate per 1,000 person.year (95%CI)
75-84
Abs.
60-64
years old
years old
Diff
49.7 (33.9–73.1)
138.7 (85.2–225.9)
89.0
68.8 (45.7–103.6) 193.1 (120.0–310.5)
124.3
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First author,
date

Aquina et al.,
201734

Age categories Sampling Time zero
<65; 65-74; ≥75

None

Date of
surgery

End of
follow-up

December 31,
2012

Survival
metrics

1-year
overall
mortality
rate

Method
-

Sample
size

Factors and its definition

24,426 Complications and sepsis
1-year mortality rate (%)
No complications
Complications
No sepsis
Sepsis

Brungs et al.,
201820

<70; ≥70

None

Not
mentioned

December 1,
2014

12-month
landmark
overall
mortality

Mortality
rate
KaplanMeier

≥ 75
9.2
22.4
12.1
43.3

p
<0.0001
<0.0001

Abs. Diff
7.3
16.0
9.7
27.3

2,164 Treatment: adjuvant oxaliplatin doublet chemotherapy vs. fluoropyrimidine
monotherapy
OS estimates provided by the first author.

1,3,5-year
OS
Among
those who
survive 30
days

<65
1.9
6.4
2.4
16

<70 year old
Oxaliplatin
Fluoropyrimidine

1.7
4.5

Oxaliplatin
Fluoropyrimidine

98.2
94.3

Oxaliplatin
Fluoropyrimidine

87.7
83.8

Oxaliplatin
Fluoropyrimidine

80.8
68.2

≥70 years old
p
12-month mortality rate
5.9
0.006
8.6
0.06
1-year OS
94.2
91.1
3-year OS
77.9
70.9
5-year OS
77.9
60.9
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First author,
date

Abs. Diff
4.2
4.1
4.0
3.2
9.8
12.9
2.9
7.3

Hur et al.,
201835

Age categories Sampling Time zero
<39; 40–49; 50– None
59; 60–69; ≥70

Not
mentioned.

End of
follow-up

Not
mentioned

Survival
metrics

5-year RS

Method
Ederer II

Sample
size

Factors and its definition

326,712 Subsites (right side, transverse, left side)
5-year RS (95% CI)
50-59 years old
≥70 years old
Subsites
Right side
Transverse
Left side

80.5 (79.0–82.0)
83.3 (80.2–86.1)
83.8 (82.8–84.8)

64.9 (63.4–66.4)
66.1 (62.9–69.2)
69.1 (67.7–70.5)

Abs. diff
15.6
17.2
14.7
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First author,
date

First author,
date
Lung cancer
Wingo et al.,
199837

Age
Time zero
categories

End of
follow-up

Survival
metrics

Method

Sample
size

Factors studied and results

<45;4554;5564;6574;≥75

1992

5-year RS

Ederer I

161,812
white men
and
women +
19,242
black men
and
women

Sex, Race and Stage (SEER staging)

Not
mentioned.

Males
45-54
≥ 75
years old years old

5-year RS
Abs. Diff

Local
Regional
Distant

49
17
2

20
7
1

29
10
1

Local
Regional
Distant

36
13
2

16
4
1

20
9
1

White

Black

45-54
years old

Females
≥ 75
years old

Abs. Diff

61
22
3

30
12
1

31
10
2

47
16
2

24
8
1

23
8
1
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Table 5 Data extraction of included studies about age disparities in lung cancer survival

Dickman et
al., 199953

Age
Time zero
categories
30-44; 4559; 60-74;
≥75

Cancer
diagnosis

End of
follow-up

December
31, 1995

Survival
metrics

1, 5-year
RS

Method
Hakulin
en

Sample
size

Factors studied and results

Not
Sex, stage (SEER staging), and histology
mentioned
45-59
years old
Stage
Localised
Regional
Distant

80
62
22

Male

≥75
years
old

Abs.
diff

female
≥75
45-59
years
years old
old

1-year RS
24
91
21
64
7
27
5-year RS (95% CI)
10 (7–
31
56 (46–66)
13)

Abs.
diff

56
41
15

48
30
13

43
34
14
48

Localised

41 (36–45)

Regional

15 (11–20)

4 (0–9)

11

15 (7–24)

2 (1–2)

1 (0–1)

1

3 (1–5)

8 (2–
15)
10 (0–
21)
1 (0–2)

20 (17–23)

6 (4–8)

14

19 (11–27)

5 (0–9)

14

4 (2–6)
19 (15–23)

3 (1–5)
6 (2–10)

1
13

9 (4–15)
26 (19–32)

··
7 (2–12)

19

Distant
Histology
Squamous cell
carcinoma
Small cell carcinoma
Adenocarcinoma

5
2
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First author,
date

Chang et al.,
201238

Age
Time zero
categories

<65; ≥65

Cancer
diagnosis

End of
follow-up
2007

Survival
metrics

5-year OS

Method
Survival
curves

Sample
size

Factors studied and results

4,698 Socio-economic status (SES)
- individual level: income-related insurance payment amount at the time of diagnosis
- neighbourhood level: per capita personal income by township acquired from the 2001 income tax
statistics released Taiwan’s Ministry of Finance.

High SES
Moderate SES
Low SES
High SES
Moderate SES
Low SES
Jung et al.,
201339

20-49; 5064; 65-74;
≥75

Cancer
diagnosis

December
31,2011

5-year RS

Ederer II

5-year OS
< 65 years old
≥65 years old
Abs. Diff
Advantaged neighborhood
5.8
29.4
23.6
7.3
25.4
18.1
0.7
20.9
20.2
Disadvantaged neighborhood
13.4
35.3
21.9
-2.5
25.8
28.3
5.5
22.5
17.0

81,942 Stage (SEER staging),

Localised
Regional
Distant
Unknown

50-64 years old
64.4 (0.9)
37.3 (0.8)
6.8 (0.4)
25.6 (1.0)

5-year RS (sd)
≥75 years old
20.5 (1.2)
12.4 (0.8)
2.6 (0.3)
8.8 (0.6)

Abs. Diff
43.9
24.9
4.2
16.8
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First author,
date

December
31, 2010

5-year RS
5-year OS

Ederer II

227,424 Stage (TNM classification), morphology, and sex
5-year RS

All Stages
Small cell
Non-Small cell
Stage I
Small cell
Non-Small cell
Stage II
Small cell
Non-Small cell
Stage III
Small cell
Non-Small cell
Stage IV
Small cell
Non-Small cell

45-54
years old
15 (14-16)
7 (6-9)
16 (15-17)
61 (57-64)
25 (10-43)
62 (59-66)
41 (36-47)
23 (9-41)
43 (37-48)
17 (15-18)
15 (11-19)
17 (15-19)
4 (3-4)
3 (2-4)
4 (3-4)

Males
≥75
years old
11 (10-11)
3 (2-4)
11 (11-12)
42 (39-44)
13 (6-21)
43 (40-45)
22 (18-25)
22 (19-26)
7 (7-8)
4 (3-6)
8 (7-9)
2 (1-2)
1 (0-1)
2 (2-2)

Abs.
diff
4
4
5
19
12
19
19
21
10
11
9
2
2
2

45-54
years old
22 (21-23)
11 (9-13)
24 (23-25)
72 (69-75)
36 (22-49)
74 (71-77)
48 (42-54)
28 (11-47)
50 (44-56)
24 (22-26)
19 (15-24)
25 (23-28)
5 (5-6)
3 (2-5)
6 (5-7)

Females
≥75
years old
13 (13-14)
4 (3-5)
14 (14-15)
50 (48-52)
18 (11-27)
51 (49-53)
22 (19-26)
10 (4-20)
23 (20-27)
9 (8-10)
6 (4-9)
9 (8-10)
3 (2-3)
1 (1-2)
3 (2-3)

Abs.
diff
9
7
10
22
18
23
26
18
27
15
13
16
2
2
3
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Mariotto et al., 20-44; 45- Date of
54; 55-64; diagnosis
201454
65-74; ≥75

Males
66-74
≥85
years old years old

Maringe et al., 15-44;4554;55201540
64;65-69

Cancer
diagnosis

December
31, 2007

Net survival

PoharPerme

Localised stage
No comorbidities
49
Severe comorbidities
29
Regional Stage
No comorbidities
21
Severe comorbidities
14
Distant Stage
No comorbidities
3
Severe comorbidities
2
156,094 Ethnicity (only in Males)
non-South
Asians
+1,536
SouthSouth Asians
Asians
non-South Asians
South Asians
non-South Asians

Petera et al.,
201541

<70;≥70

Not
mentioned.

Not
mentioned

1-year
mortality
rate
5-year RS

Not
clear

5-year OS

Females
≥85
years old

Abs.
diff

66-74
years old

16
10

33
19

63
38

18
11

45
27

4
3

17
11

30
18

9
5

21
13

1
1

2
1

4
2

2
0

2
2

45-54 years old
39.5 (30.3-48.7)
31.1 (30.1-32.0)
18.9 (11.4-26.4)
8.9 (8.3-9.5)

65-69 years old
1-year NS
28.9 (23.7-34.0)
26.1 (25.5-26.6)
5-year NS
10.6 (6.9-14.4)
7.2 (6.8-7.5)

29,572 Stage (TNM classification)
Stage
I
II
III
IV

1-year mortality rate (95%CI)
<70 years old
≥70 years old
18.4 (16.6;20.3)
36.0 (33.0;39.1)
35.8 (32.9;38.7)
51.5 (47.7;55.3)
52.9 (51.4;54.3)
67.7 (65.8;69.6)
78.6 (77.7;79.5)
85.3 (84.3;86.3)
5-year RS (95%CI)

Abs. diff
17.6
15.7
14.8
6.7

Abs.
diff

Abs. diff
10.6
4.9
8.3
1.7
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Stage (SEER Staging), comorbidities, and sex

15–59; 60– Date of
69; 70–79; cancer
≥80
diagnosis

December
31, 2010

5-year RS

Ederer
II;
Period
analysis

132,612 Sex

54.5 (51.9; 57.0)
26.9 (24.2; 29.6)
11.6 (10.6; 12.7)
3.2 (2.8; 3.6)

Male
Female
Schulkes et
al., 201743

18-70; 7184; ≥85

Non-small cell lung cancer
Ries et al.,
199444

<45;4564;6574;≥75

Not
mentioned.

Cancer
diagnosis

February 1, 1-year OS
2016.

Not
mentioned

5-year RS

34.2 (30.3; 38.3)
18.4 (15.0; 22.1)
6.6 (5.5; 7.9)
2.2 (1.8; 2.6)

20.3
8.5
5
1

5-year RS (SE)
60-69 years old
≥80 years old
17.0 (0.3)
8.4 (0.6)
22.9 (0.6)
10.6 (0.8)

Abs. diff
8.6
12.3

Proporti
on of
patients
alive
after 1
and 2
years.

47,951 Stage (TNM classification)

Ederer I

43,132 Sex and Stage (TNM classification)

Stage I
Stage IV

% of patients alive 1 year after diagnosis
18-70 years old
≥85 years old
Abs. diff
95
76
19
36
46
20

5-year RS

Male
Female
45-64
≥75
45-64
≥75
Stage
Abs. diff
Abs. diff
years old years old
years old years old
I
53
35
18
63
44
19
II
27
16
9
32
18
14
III
8
3
5
10
5
5
IV
1
1
0
2
0
2
Unknown 10
5
5
15
10
5
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Eberle et al.,
201542

I
II
III
IV

Lin et al.,
201246

<60;61-69; Cancer
70-79; ≥80 diagnosis

18-69; ≥70 Cancer
diagnosis

December
31, 2014

December
31, 2010

5-year RS
Hakulin
for resected en
patients
2-year RS
for
unresected
patients
OS

KaplanMeier

29,821 Sex
Males
Females
Males
Females

<60 years old
≥80 years old
Resected: 5 year RS
69.2 (66.7–71.6)
63.5 (56.6–70.4)
78.5 (76.4–80.6)
78.1 (72.0–84.2)
Unresected: 2-year RS
53.4 (45.2–61.7)
51.1 (45.1–57.3)
55.4 (45.1–65.7)
59.6 (53.8–65.4)

Abs. diff
5.7
0.4
2.3
-4.2

2,231 Treatment: surgery alone vs. surgery + adjuvant therapy
No numerical estimates available from the paper or the author.
The age disparities was bigger for patients who received only surgery than for patients who received
surgery associated with adjuvant chemotherapy.

van der Drift
et al., 201218

<75; ≥75

Cancer
diagnosis

January 1,
2010

5-year RS
for stages I
and II
3-year RS
for stages
IIIa and b

Hakulin
en;
cohort
analysis
for the
period
19892003;
period
analysis
for the
period
20042009

147,760 Stage (TNM classification)
No numerical estimates available from the paper or the author.
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Sigel et al.,
200945

Results given for different treatment strategies: surgery associated to adjuvant therapy, radiotherapy,
chemoradiation, and chemotherapy.
About stages I and II:
Five years after diagnosis, the age difference was smaller for patients with stage II cancer than for
those with stage I cancer, regardless treatment.
About stages IIa and IIIb:
Three years after diagnosis, the age difference was smaller in patients with stage IIIb cancer than in
those with stage IIIa cancer.

65-74; ≥75 First
December
prescription 31, 2011
of
carboplatin,
paclitaxel, or
bevacizumab

1,2 – year
OS

KaplanMeier

1,706 Chemotherapy regimen: bevacizumab–carboplatin–paclitaxel (BCP) vs. carboplatin–paclitaxel (CP)
65-74 years old

BCP
CP
BCP
CP

Driessen et
al., 201748

<70;≥70

Cancer
diagnosis

February 1, Median RS
2016
months

Not
mention
ed

≥75 years old
1-year OS (95% CI)
45.11 (40.27-50.53)
43.79 (37.63-50.96)
36.91 (36.02-43.55)
34.67 (30.62-39.26)
2-year OS (95% CI)
18.05 (14.48–22.49)
18.85 (14.28–24.89)
21.06 (18.15–24.45)
17.83 (14.68–21.65)

Abs. diff
1.3
2.2
-0.8
3.3

187,315 Stage (TNM classification)
Period 2005-2009
Stage
I
II
III
IV

Median RS months (95%CI)
<70
≥70
85 (82-92)
34 (32-37)
38 (33-43)
18 (16-19)
14 (13-14)
8.1 (7.7-8.4)
5.3 (5.2-5.5)
3.2 (3.1-3.4)

Abs. diff
51
20
6
2.1
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Langer et al.,
201447

65–74;
≥75

Cancer
diagnosis

February 1, Median OS
2017
months;
1, 3-year
OS

KaplanMeier

7,039 Stage (TNM classification)
Results given for different treatment strategies: chemoradiotherapy, surgery, radiotherapy,
chemotherapy, and Best Supportive Care.
65-74
years old

Driessen et
al., 201950

65-74; ≥75 Cancer
diagnosis

February 1, Median OS
2018
months;
1, 5-year
OS

KaplanMeier

Stage IIIA
≥75
years old

Chemoradiotherapy
Surgery
Radiotherapy
Chemotherapy
BSC

73 (70-76)
75 (71-79)
48 (41-55)
41 (35-48)
21 (17-26)

66 (62-71)
69 (62-75)
46 (41-50)
35 (27-42)
19 (16-22)

Chemoradiotherapy
Surgery
Radiotherapy
Chemotherapy

31 (28-34)
44 (40-49)
16 (11-21)
11 (6.6-15)

BSC

3.9 (1.7-6.1)

26 (22-30)
35 (29-41)
11 (7.9-14)
6.3 (2.3-10)
3.3 (2.04.8)

Abs.
65-74
diff
years old
1-year OS (95% CI)
7
68 (65-71)
6
2
28 (20-35)
6
34 (29-38)
2
11 (8.0-14)
3-year OS (95% CI)
5
26 (23-29)
9
5
4.4 (1.0-7.8)
5
7.1 (4.5-9.7)
1

1.8 (0.5-3.2)

Stage IIIB
≥75
years old

Abs.
diff

61 (55-67)

7

32 (27-37)
32 (25-39)
13 (10-16)

-4
2
-2

21 (16-26)

5

6.1 (3.4-8.9)
6.8 (2.9-11.0)

-2
0

1.1 (0.3-1.9)

1

12,182 Stage (TNM classification)
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Driessen et
al., 201849

Results are given for different treatment strategies: Video Assisted Thoracic Surgery (VATS),
thoracotomy, Stereotactic Body Radiotherapy (SBRT), conventional radiotherapy, and Best Supportive
Care.
65-74
years old

Stage I
≥75
years old

Abs.
65-74
diff
years old
1-year OS (95% CI)

Stage II
≥75
years old

Abs.
diff

VATS

93 (92–94)

89 (86–91)

4

85 (81–88)

80 (75–86)

5

Thoracotomy

90 (88–91)

84 (80–87)

6

81 (78–84)

76 (72–80)

5

SBRT

89 (88–91)

86 (84–87)

3

80 (72–89)

82 (76–87)

-2

79 (75–84)

78 (74–82)

1

66 (59–73)

57 (52–62)

9

55 (50–61)

45 (42–49)

10

18 (12–24)

25 (22−30)

-7

5-year OS (95% CI)

Small cell lung cancer
JanssenHeijnen et al.,
199851

<70; ≥70

Not
mentioned.

April, 1994

Median RS Hakulin
months
en
conditioning
on surviving
the 1st
month after
diagnosis

VATS

64 (62–67)

53 (49–58)

11

45 (39–50)

43 (36–51)

2

Thoracotomy

59 (56–62)

46 (42–51)

13

46 (42–50)

29 (24–34)

17

SBRT

40 (36–43)

30 (27–33)

10

33 (22–45)

6

Conventional
RT
BSC

27 (21−33)

20 (16–25)

7

14 (8.2–21)

17 (12−21)

8.8 (6.5–11)

8

3.8 (0.7–
6.9)

27 (19–36)
6.7 (3.7–
9.6)
2.3 (0.7–
3.9)

7
2
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Conventional
RT
BSC

319 Stage:
- Limited: confined to one hemithorax including hilar, ipsilateral and contralateral mediastinal, and
ipsilateral and contralateral supraclavicular lymph nodes
- Extensive: any disease at sites beyond the definition of limited disease
- Unknown
Stage
Limited
Extensive
Unknown

median RS months for the period 1990-1992
<70 years old
≥70 years old Abs. diff
13
10
3
8
5
3
8
3
5

45–59; 60– Cancer
74;≥75
diagnosis

Wang et al.,
201752

<50; 5059; 60-69;
70-79;≥80

Not
mentioned.

January 1,
2010

Not
mentioned

1,3, 5, 10 year RS

CSS

Hakulin
en;
Period
analysis

KaplanMeier

34,100 Sex
1-year RS
≥75 years old Abs. Diff
20
21
19
18
3-year RS
Male
9
4
5
Female
14
6
8
5-year RS
Male
6
3
3
Female
11
4
7
16,503 Stage (TNM classification); Surgery vs. no surgery; Radiation vs. no radiation
Period 2004-2009
Male
Female

45-59 years old
41
47

1-year CSS
Stage III
Stage IV

50-59
67.5
31.3

Surgery
No surgery

82.6
42.2

Radiation
No radiation

52.3
28.6

Abs. diff: Absolute difference; CSS: cancer-specific survival; NS: Net survival; OS; overall survival; RS: Relative survival
N.B.: Extraction restricted to data related to factors of age disparities in survival/mortality

≥80
Abs. diff
36.2
31.3
11.7
19.6
1-year CSS
45
37.6
20.5
21.7
1-year CSS
33.4
18.9
15
13.6

3-year CSS
(2-year CSS for stage IV)
50-59
≥80
Abs. diff
29.1
8.0
21.1
10.3
4.0
6.3

17.4
5.5

3-year CCS
8.6
3.4

8.8
2.1
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JanssenHeijnen et al.,
201219
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